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INTRODUCTION
It will come as no surprise to you that many
companies manage their en vir on m en t al, h ealt h
an d saf et y (EHS) risks through the application of
some form of Management System.
When we survey EHS professionals about the
management system they have in place, all of
their systems require they manage legal
compliance.
You r com pan y w ill n eed t o m an age h ow it
com plies w it h EHS law s an d r egu lat ion s. But
are you currently doing it in the best way? In our
experience, there are a number of
misconceptions around what the standards
require; as a result,many poor practices have
been allowed to permeate. From what we hear
from our clients, there is often an inconsistent
application by system auditors of what standards
require.
With that in mind, let?s go back to basics on the
ISO Standards we are looking at today.
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Back toBasics? ISOEHS
Management SystemStandards
St at ist ics
As of 2016, approximately 346,000 ISO 14001 certificates were held around the world. This
represented an increase of 8 per cen t in cr ease from the 2015 figures.
The geographical distribution of the certifications provides an interesting insight :
-

-

Companies in East Asia held over half of all certificates. Chinese and Japanese
companies with around 137,000 and 27,000 certificates respectively make up the vast
majority of these.
Europe has approximately 120,000 certificates, with strong numbers across most
individual countries.
There are only 8,438 certificates across North America--with approximately 5,500 of the
certificates being in the United States. This most likely stems from the different
historical, cultural and legal approaches to managing EHS.

It is too early to have any statistics in regards to ISO 45001. However, concerning OHSAS
18001 (the ISO 45001 predecessor, which will be phased out come March 2021), it is
estimated that 80,000 companies across 127 countries are certified. It is likely that the
geographic distribution of these will resemble that of ISO 14001.

Recen t Ch an ges
ISO management standards are designed to be similar in structure to allow for easier
integration of the systems. The most recent version of ISO 14001 was adopted in 2015. ISO
45001 was adopted in March 2018.
Both ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001 follow the High-level structure now adopted by ISO
across all standards. In overall terms, the main changes to both standards are as follows:
-

-

The new structure puts more emphasis on the need to consider the Organizational
context (as well as external impacts). In terms of internal impacts, companies need to
take working conditions as well as the perceptions and values of workers into
consideration.
Strengthened provisions around communication and awareness have also been
introduced.
There is increased emphasis on the need for strong leadership in the form of Top
Management. Top management is required to demonstrate an understanding of the
company?s strengths and weaknesses to how these could impact their ability to deliver
on goals and commitments. This will also mean that management will need to be
closely engaged with the process of ?management review.?
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Back t o Basics? ISO EHS M an agem en t Syst em St an dar ds: Recen t Ch an ges
-

An emphasis on the use of performance indicators will allow for the increased use of
data analytics to measure the key aspects for the EHS management system.
The term ?documented information? was introduced given the technology-driven
industry, moving away from the more paper-focused word ?documents.?

These changes are important when we discuss the provisions regarding legal compliance.

Ask Yoursel f
Consider:
1) What are the requirements in ISO 14001 and 45001 regarding legal compliance?
Whenever we ask EHS-professionals this question we typically get a variety of answers. One of
the most common responses is: ?You need a legal register!?
Which leads us onto a second question:
2) How many times does the phrase ?legal register?appear in the standards?
You guessed it: Not once! The term ?legal register ? does not appear in either standard. This
often comes as a surprise to people, even those who have been practitioners for a number of
years.

WHATDOTHESTANDARDSSAY?
Ar e Th er e An y Dif f er en ces?
First, let?s consider whether there are fundamental differences between how the standards
deal with legal compliance.
The terminology in how each standard defines ?legal requirements? is slightly different. ISO
14001 in fact refers to ?compliance obligations,? whereas ISO 45001 discusses ?legal
requirements and other requirements?. This difference is superficial.
In addition, due to the uniform structure, the fundamental provisions are similar. For
example, the stated aims and scope of both standards refer to the fulfilment of compliance
obligations (or legal and other requirements ? we will use the terms interchangeably) and
both standards reference the need to have processes for managing that compliance.
Both standards essentially provide the same requirements.
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Wh at Do Th e St an dar ds Say?

Relevan t Pr ovision s
The standards do not specifically require that companies comply, and as we already pointed
out, there is no reference to a legal register.
However, we can find references to the words ?process? and ?compliance evaluation? in
Sections 6.1.3 and 9.1.2, respectively, in both standards.
Under Section 6.1.3, ?Compliance Obligations,? companies are required to establish, implement
and maintain a process to determine and have access to the applicable compliance
obligations. This means that companies need to have a process in place to determine which
laws apply to them, have access to those laws and stay up to date with those laws. This is
most likely where the concept of legal registers evolved from ? and it has since become a de
facto term.
Section 9.1.2 of both standards relates to the ?Evaluation of Compliance.? Under this section,
companies are required to establish, implement and maintain a process to evaluate
compliance. This takes us back to the concept of ?process.? Meaning that in order to be
compliant, companies need to have a compliance evaluation process and carry it out
periodically.
How often does a compliance evaluation need to be undertaken? This will depend on the
nature of the organization in question and the risks it faces.
One of the most important requirements in the standards is contained in section Cof 9.1.2.
This refers to the need to m ain t ain k n ow ledge an d u n der st an din g of com plian ce st at u s.
This is a large difference from the provisions of OHSAS 18001; it now implies an ongoing
process? not just an annual exercise .
Compliance evaluation is also backed up by Section 9.3. The section requires top
management to review the overall management system periodically, with a particular
consideration to compliance obligations and conformity with them.

Pr act ical Im plicat ion s
What do companies need to do to meet these requirements?
1. Have process to determine which laws and their specific requirements apply to you and
keep up to date.
2 Have a process to evaluate compliance and maintain knowledge and understanding of your
compliance status.
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Wh at Do Th e St an dar ds Say?: Pr act ical Im plicat ion s
Ask yourself:
-

Am I aware of my compliance status across my company sites, globally, today?
Do I have clear knowledge and understanding of that status?
Will I have the same vision and clarity a week? or a month? from now?

This is perhaps easier said than done; in our experience, many companies are far from
achieving this. There are a number of challenges to overcome to meet the needs of the ISO
standards.

CHALLENGES
Non -St an dar dized Tools
Are the tools you use across your organization to manage compliance with EHS laws all in the
same format?
If your sites have legal registers, are those practically useful? Are they just a list of laws with a
brief summary of what each law requires? Are the legal registers up-to-date? Do your legal
registers break down each requirement within each law to enable you to evaluate compliance?
Are the legal registers updated on an ongoing basis?
Clearly, what qualifies as a legal register can vary widely and greatly. We have seen them in
hard copy in dusty lever arch files. We often still see them in Excel files, with only the briefest
summary of what the law actually requires. These are not fit for purpose.

Regu lat or y Com plexit y
Each country?s laws and requirements will vary in terms of language, complexity, structure etc.
Each of your sites will be doing different things? what regulations apply to each site may differ.
Legal language is also often dense and can be impenetrable to those without legal training.
What?s more, if you don?t have a consistent and reliable approach to determine which laws are
applicable to your company (and evaluate compliance with them) it makes it even harder to
have a view on your compliance status at any one time, and for top management to have
insight on that.

Com plian ce M et r ics an d Risk Det er m in at ion
Companies will often have a myriad of different solutions to comply with EHS laws. At site
level, they will have a legal register? often in the local language. The Corporate EHS
department or EHS auditors may then have another service on top of that.
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Ch allen ges: Com plian ce M et r ics an d Risk Det er m in at ion
Another challenge we often see is companies having a myriad of different solutions;
companies risk spending money on essentially the same things, more than once. If your sites
are not using a standard format for their legal registers, compliance self-assessments or
external audits, how reliable and effective will the collected compliance data be? How can you
identify which sites pose the greatest compliance risk? How can you monitor and evaluate
improvement in compliance status?
What you need to do, or what your legal compliance process needs to, will depend on your role
and perspective.

Dif f er en t Per spect ives
If you ar e at sit e level, you ar e t h e f ir st level of r espon sibilit y f or bein g com plian t w it h
applicable law s. You will need to have a clear understanding of which laws apply to your
specific location and the operations you carry out there. Naturally, this will be in your own local
language.
You will also need to be aware of changes in law as they occur? and how change in process or
introduction of a new piece of equipment might impact the legal requirements that apply to
your site.
It is at t h e sit e level t h at w e t ypically see t h e m ain t en an ce of a legal r egist er .
Site level staff must be aware of their legal obligations; they will be the first people to assess
whether or not they are doing enough to comply. Their compliance status will then be
periodically evaluated? usually by 2nd or 3rd party auditors.
The perspective at the corporate level is very different, but crucial, within the context of ISO
45001 and 14001. Corporate EHS staff need to have an overview of performance; the buck will
ultimately stop with them and they have an overall responsibility to ensure their company is as
compliant as possible. However, they will not have the local regulatory knowledge. In many
countries, they will not even be able to read the laws as they will be in another language.
However, corporate, regional or business unit teams will need to audit or verify the accuracy of
site self-assessments. Corporate EHS staff also have a wider responsibility to look at how
regulatory developments might impact their business across various countries or jurisdictions.
This might present opportunities, as well as risks, for the company.
The processes, methods and tools you put in place to meet the ISO requirements need to take
these different perspectives into account.
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CONCLUSION: BESTpracticesol ution
Best pr act ice f or m eet in g t h e af or em en t ion ed ch allen ges is t o adopt an On goin g
Com plian ce M an agem en t appr oach globally acr oss you r or gan izat ion , enabling you (and
your Top Management) to maintain knowledge and understanding of your compliance status.
This involves the implementation a system that allows:
-

The determination of applicable laws and requirements, at the site/facility level
The carrying out of compliance self-assessments at site level
The verification of compliance by external or internal auditors
A Corporate view on compliance status and performance
Notification of regulatory changes on a rolling-basis
All within one centrally accessible, standardized solution

This approach brings many benefits. One of the key benefits is that the global aspect fosters a
corporate-wide strategy and approach to managing EHS and seeks to embed those values
deep into the culture of the organization? across all locations. Which is also one of the key
aims of the ISO Management Systems.
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